From the Right Wing News Hour

Trump Tosses Mitch McConnell to the
MAGA Lions

Donald Trump has lost his patience with Mitch McConnell. He’s
practically ordering the Republican Party to give Tooter the Turtle
a boot out of the beltway. The Deplorable-in-Chief wants the traitor gone
“immediately.” He already threw the Senate Minority Leader’s “lovely”
wife, Elaine Chao, to the MAGA lions.

McConnell must go now
Republicans must get rid of Mitch McConnell as their Senate leader
“immediately.” Once and future President Donald Trump is throwing his
considerable weight around with the Republican party. He seems to be
embracing Marvin Heemeyer’s “level the town with an armored bulldozer”
philosophy and decided to “become unreasonable.”

He tried reason and the whole world knows where that got him. These
are desperate times which call for desperate measures. Including a purge
of the Grand Ole Party from the top on down, as needed.
Daily Mail is reporting on Thursday, August 25, that “Donald Trump
demanded that Republicans replace Mitch McConnell as their Senate leader
in a brutal statement where he attacked the Kentucky senator and his wife,
former Transportation secretary Elaine Chao.”
They go on to explain that Trump’s convinced Mitch is a “pawn” for
Democrats. His failure to act decisively is enabling Deep State evil “our
Country can never recover from.”
According to his most recent statement, Trump declares that “McConnell
and Chao, who is Chinese, got ‘rich‘ off of decades of business with China.”
He doesn’t want to wait for conservatives to recover control of Congress
in November.
He wants Mitch replaced now. He “shouldn’t be the one to continue
leading the party in the upper chamber.” He’s too much of a turncoat
RINO traitor.

Mitch planting seeds of doubt
McConnell is playing right into the progressive plot by warning party
“moderates,” aka “RINOs,” that “Republicans could risk not winning back
a Senate majority due to ‘candidate quality’ among its nominees.”
That’s a clear slap in the face to Donald Trump, who’s “endorsements
have become his biggest source of power post-presidency.” The liberal left
is quick to point out that Trump was the one who appointed Chao as his
Transportation secretary. That only makes the betrayal sting harder.
“The Democrats have Mitch McConnell and his lovely wife, Elaine ‘Coco‘
Chao, over a barrel,” He posted on Truth Social. He also linked in “a story
from conservative publication The Federalist.” He used it to back his
statement that they “will never be prosecuted.” That’s how the Just Us
Department works.

They protect their Democrat friends and persecute Republican enemies
by weaponizing the Federal Bureau of Instigation. That system works so
well it made America what it is today. Trump is ready to get out the
political bulldozer and start flattening the whole corrupt District of
Columbia, one institution at a time.
For some strange reason, Mitch McConnell “continues to give the radical
left the trillions and trillions of dollars that they constantly DEMAND.”
That doesn’t sound like it benefits conservatives.
Joe Biden has a plan to spend America’s way out of bankruptcy and Mitch
keeps raising the card’s credit limit. If Tooter doesn’t move quick to “stop
expensive spending, including on the Green New Deal, the country will
plunge into a depression. These expenditures are something our country
can never recover from.“

